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A model for a two-dimensional lipid bilayer in which both short range repulsive forces and long 
range attractive forces play a role, and which can be solved exactly, is discussed. It is shown that 
the bilayer consists of long stretches of relatively densely packed lipids separated by small pores. 
The statistical distributions of number and size of the pores are calculated from first principles. 
1. Introduction 
Because of their crucial role in the regulation of most of the physical- 
chemical processes in the living cell biomembranes continue to attract much 
attention. A variety of structures has been suggested to account for the 
variety of experimental facts concerning the composition and function of 
biomembranes; most of these structures are somehow built up from: (1) a 
lipid bilayer; (2) structural proteins; (3) functional proteins. In the present 
paper we shall disregard the membrane proteins entirely and focus attention 
on the lipid bilayer. 
A theoretical description of a lipid bilayer from first principles would take 
the form of a statistical mechanical analysis in which the macroscopic 
properties (thermodynamic functions, pore dimensions, relaxation times etc.) 
would be expressed irectly in terms of the constitution of the solvent and the 
interactions between the lipids. It is, therefore, of interest o find a model for 
a lipid bilayer for which such an analysis can be performed explicitly. 
Whereas the statistical mechanics of a three-dimensional lipid bilayer struc- 
ture can only be developed using certain ad hoc approximation techniques, 
the particular two-dimensional biomembrane model which forms the subject 
of this and a previous paper ~) can be analyzed rigorously. 
The macroscopic behavior of the lipid bilayer is the outcome of a process 
of competition between the long range attractive forces and the short range 
repulsive forces which act between the lipids. To be more specific: if the 
bilayer is in a configuration in which the lipids are packed very closely then 
the energy is very low. However, closely packed hydrocarbon tails do not 
have many available configurations, due to steric hindrance, so that the 
corresponding entropy is small. On the other hand, the bilayer can gain 
entropy by assuming a configuration in which each lipid has more space 
available; this leads to an increase in the energy. Because of the very large 
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number of degrees of freedom of the membrane the outcome of this com- 
petitive process is very hard to forecast unless one can calculate the partition 
function exactly. The exact results of the following sections show that even 
very small changes in density, temperature or lipid-lipid interaction can 
drastically alter the macroscopic properties of the membrane. 
The contents of this paper are as follows: In section 2 the model for the 
lipid bilayer is discussed and the results of reference 1 are summarized. In 
section 3 the probability distributions for the number and the size of the pores 
in the bilayer are given; in this section only results are quoted. The explicit 
calculation of the pore-size distribution is relegated to the appendix. It will be 
found that under certain conditions the average number and diameter of the 
pores are very sensitive to small changes in the parameters of the bilayer. 
Some concluding remarks are collected in section 4. A summary of the 
contents of this paper has been published in the form of a letter2). 
2. Exactly solvable two-dimensional biomembrane model 
Let the head groups and the hydrocarbon tails of the lipids be constrained 
to the vertices and the edges of a square lattice, as indicated in fig. 1. As we 
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Fig. I. A two-dimensional model for a lipid bilayer. The dashed lines indicate the underlying 
square lattice; the dots, the head groups of the lipids; the heavy lines, the lipid hydrocarbon 
chains. 
shall be interested in the combinatorics of the chains, the energy difference 
between a trans- and a gauche conformation of a C-C bond will be neglected. 
The strong, short-range repulsive forces between the chains will be represen- 
ted by the constraint hat a lattice vertex can be occupied by at most one C 
atom in a chain. Thus the chain configurations are represented by sequences 
of lattice edges which do not intersect each other or themselves. The chains 
are not supposed to fold back, i.e. a chain has only one point in common with 
any line parallel to the surface of the membrane. 
Most of the lipids which occur in nature, like the abundant phosphogly- 
cerides phosphatidyl ethanolamine and phosphatidyl choline, have two 
hydrocarbon chains attached to one polar head group. This fact will be 
disregarded in the present model. Finally, the lipids belonging to different 
halves of the bilayer are merged in pairs by making their tails continuous (see 
fig. 1). 
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The model can be studied both with or without attractive interactions 
between the lipids. We summarize the results of ref. 1. In the absence of 
attractive interactions the pressure and the density in the grand canonical 
ensemble can be shown to be, for z/>1: 
2~" 2~- 
i f  f ~p0(z, ~) = ~-~-~2 dO dd~ln[l+2z2+2z(cosO+cosc~) 
0 0 
+2z 2 cos(0 - ~b)], (1) 
P° (z )= larcs in (  l -  1 \ ' '2_  ~zz) 1 . l + ~ arcsln ~--~zZ (4z2- 1) ';z. (2) 
Here /3 = (kBT -I) with kB denoting Boltzmann's constant and T the absolute 
temperature, and p0 is identical to both the fraction of lattice vertices 
occupied by hydrocarbon chains and to the fraction of lattice points at the 
outer or inner surface of the membrane occupied by head groups of the lipids. 
The asymptotic behavior of pressure and density for z near to ½ and for z ~ 
can be found from (1) and (2): 
16 ~)3/2 + (z ~ ½), (3a) 13po(Z, 13)=~-g(z  . . . . .  , 
1 
13po(z,~)= ln z +- -+ . . ., (z ~) ,  (3b) 
7rz 
po(z)= 4(z_ I )  ' /2+ ' - ' ,  (z{½), (4a) "B" 
po(z)= l - l+"  ". (z ~) .  (4b) 
"~'Z 
The isotherm is found upon elimination of z between (1) and (2); its low and 
high density behavior is found upon elimination of z between (3) and (4). 
Denoting the density by p one finds: 
7/" 2 
flPo(P) = "i2 03 +"  " " (p  ~' 0) ,  (5a)  
1 
f l Po (P )=(1-p)+ ln~. ( l _p~ - ' ' "  (p~' 1). (5b) 
In a similar way, the entropy per lattice point (So) is found as a function of 
the density: 
So(O) Ir 2 
kB =p ln2-~-~P3+' ' "  (p J, 0), (6a) 
So(p) 1 
ks - (1 -P )+(1-p) ln l r (1 -p~ +' ' ' '  (01' 1). (6b) 
In fig. 2 the pressure and entropy of the model without attractive interactions 
have been drawn qualitatively. 
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Fig. 2. Qualitative representation f the entropy per lattice vertex (SdkR) and of the isotherm 
(/3pal of the model without attractive forces. 
When attract ive interact ions between the l ipids are taken into account  the 
part i t ion funct ion can still be ca lcu lated expl ic i t ly  prov ided the potent ial  of 
the total at t ract ive force between two lipids the head groups of which are 
separated by a d istance Ix -x ' [  is of the form: 
V(x - x') = ½myw0 e ~lx vl. (7) 
Here w0 denotes  a posit ive constant  and y ~ is the range of the att ract ive 
force. A r igorous analys is  of this model  is poss ib le only if yl <~ I, where IX/2 
denotes  the C-C  distance in a hydrocarbon  chain. In the same way,  the 
membrane th ickness ml has to be large compared  to I in order  to make an 
exact  t reatment  possible.  
In the limit m -+ ~ the isotherm of this model  with attract ive interact ions is 
found to have the form: 
p(p, [~) = 0 (p ~ o~(T)), (8a) 
W0 p(p, Cl)=po(p, C l ) -~[p  ? (p>p~(T)).  (8b) 
Here the dens i ty  p~(T) is the solut ion of the equat ion 
41 p' = PdP,, ~ ) (9) 
and increases from 0 to 1 if w0 increases (for fixed T) f rom 0 to ~; p,(T) 
decreases  f rom 1 to 0 if T increases (for f ixed w0t f rom 0 to ~. In ref. 1 it has 
been argued that p~(T) must be identif ied with the dens i ty  of a membrane 
which is fo rmed through a process  of se l f -assemblage.  
Forlinite m ~ 1 an exact  calculat ion shows that the isotherm is very near to 
the isotherm (8) but the singular ity in the isotherm at densi ty  p,(T) must be 
replaced by a smooth but rapid transit ion f rom the behavior  (8a) to the 
behavior  (8b). In this case the pressure for p = p~(T) is of the order  of 
magnitude:  
p(p,, lO ) ~ ~ exp(--c '"'~ 71/" (10) 
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where c does not depend on m or yl. Since m >> 1 and 71 ~ 1 the isotherm of a 
membrane of finite th ickness is very near to the isotherm (8) which holds in 
the l imit of infinite th ickness.  In fig. 3 the isotherm is drawn for these two 
cases.  
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Fig. 3. The solid line represents he isotherm of the bilayer model with attractive interactions, in 
the limit of an infinitely thick membrane. The isotherm of a bilayer of finite thickness, indicated 
by the dashed line, approached the solid line very rapidly with increasing re(y/) -1, as indicated by 
eqs. (10) and (A.16). 
3. Distribution of pore size 
A mathemat ica l  analys is  which has been re legated to the append ix  shows 
that the membrane consists  of long stretches of re lat ively densely  packed 
l ipids separated by pores.  The d iameter  D of a pore is a f luctuating quant i ty  
with a probabi l i ty  d istr ibut ion:  
p (D)  = ~- 
The average pore d iameter  A is given in the ne ighborhood of p~(T) by the 
express ion:  
d ,~dB V'(e mdB _ A = ~-K--~ {(e ~-  1)+ l f+4K2}.  (12) 
Whereas  the var ious quant i t ies appear ing in (12) are def ined prec ise ly  in the 
appendix ,  for the interpretat ion one only needs to know that K ~ 1, that 
B~(O) >0 for P <P~(T)  and that B~(p)<0 for P >p~(T)  • The behav ior  of the 
average pore size upon sl ight var iat ions of 0 is given by: 
d (emdB_ l )  i fK<~p~-p ,  (13a) A(p) ~ K~ 
d A (pO ~ -~, (13b) 
z~(p)~d( l  - -e  mdB,) ' if K <~p-p~.  (13c) 
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The average pore size, thus, increases drastically if the density of the bilayer 
approaches p~(T) from above. The average pore diameter is represented in fig. 
4. 
\ 
dffl t - , ~ , 
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Fig. 4. The average pore size, which increases rapidly when p decreases through p,(T). 
Another quantity of interest to the statistics of these pores is their average 
number per unit length in the bilayer. In the appendix this quantity is found to 
equal: 
Np ~ '{(e , ,aB  1)2+4K 2} 1/2. 
L = (14) 
Thus, the pores not only grow in size when p ,[, p~(T), but they also become 
more numerous. However, because of the small value of K, the number of 
pores per unit of length will always be small, even at density ps(T). The result 
(14) is represented in fig. 5. 
N 
Ps(T) I 
Fig. 5. The number  of pores per unit of length in the membrane.  Even for p = p~(T) this number  
is small compared to d ~. 
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4. Concluding remarks 
The spontaneous division of the membrane in long stretches of more 
densely packed lipids separated by pores in which the lipid density vanishes is 
the direct outcome of the process of competition between the long range 
attractive forces and the short range repulsive forces. This is an example of 
spontaneous breaking of symmetry: whereas the model itself is translationally 
invariant, the statistically favored configurations of the bilayer correspond to 
alternating regions of high- and vanishing lipid density. 
The statistical properties of the pores have been analyzed in section 3. 
Whereas the pores are small and infrequent for densities larger than p~(T), 
their size increases rapidly when the density approaches p~(T), from above, 
and they also become more numerous. It is interesting to note that a variation 
of the pore size can also be accomplished by keeping density and temperature 
constant but varying the parameter w0 which according to (7) is a measure for 
the strength of the long range lipid-lipid attraction. A slight increase in w0 will 
increase o~(T) according to (9), which will cause a rapid increase in the size of 
the pores. 
Some experimental evidence suggests the existence in synthetic lipid 
membranes of small regions in which the lipid density is low. Cotterill studied 
the dynamics of a biological membrane by computer simulation and found 
such low density regions3). Experiments on membrane rupture by Krizan and 
Williams 4) might point in the same direction. A recent phenomenological 
theory due to Stoeckly 8) (which leads to fair agreement with experimental 
data) also assumes clustering of the molecules in a way similar to the cluster 
formation found in this paper. 
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Appendix 
Derivation of the pore-size distribution 
The statistical properties of the pores in the lipid bilayer can be obtained 
from the functional integral representation of the grand canonical partition 
function, for the derivation of which the reader may again be referred toJ): 
L L 
0 0 (A.1) 
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Here B(&) denotes the function 
4~ 2 1 
B(cb) - 2/3w0 2//3p0(~" e%, (A.2) 
where ~" is given by: 
I = z exp(-a/3w0y). (A.3) 
The length of the membrane is denoted by L. The integral symbol in (A.1) 
denotes a path integral; a discussion of path integration and its applications to 
statistical mechanics is contained in a recent reviewS). 1he normalization 
constant N is defined by: 
L I 
In , _ m 
N= fexp{ 2/3w03`-f (~)2  dx ~ f q~2 dx} dlg~(x,]= ~0e ,,+,/2,,L 
i, 0 (A.4) 
and will not play a role in the rest of this appendix. 
In order to evaluate (A.1) we shall follow a method which has been 
discussed in great detail in ref. 5. To streamline the calculation we follow the 
slightly simpler version of this method as presented by Jalickee, Wiegel and 
Vezzetti 6) and by the authorT). One first finds all the statior.ary points (denoted 
by 4~(x)) of the integrand of (A.I). These are the solutions of the Euler- 
Lagrange equation" 
1 d24~ B'(~), (A.5) 
/3w0y 2 dx 2 - 
which obey appropriate boundary conditions. As we are interested in the 
thermodynamic limit L ~ ~ the precise choice of the boundary conditions will 
not play a role in the pore-size distribution. Now (A.5) is the equation of 
motion of a classical particle with mass l//3Woy 2 moving along the 4~ axis in 
time x in a potential -B (~) .  From (A.2) and the explicit expressions (1) and 
(2) for /3po(z,/3) and po(z) it can easily be shown that for densities p near to 
ps(T) the potential -B (~)  has two maxima of nearly equal height. One 
maximum obtains at 4~ = 0 with -B (0)= 0; the other maximum obtains at 
4~ = ~ with -B(~s)--- -B~. The solutions of (A.5) will, therefore, equal 0 or 4~s 
in most of the lipid-bilayer, with rapid transitions between. The distance d 
over which a typical solution &(x) makes the transition from the value 0 to 
the value 4~ is of the order of: 
d -  4~ 
(d~/dx)o' (A.6) 
where (d4~/dx0) is of the order of the velocity of the fictitious particle in a 
point 0g0 halfway between 0g = 0 and 4~ = ~,~. Using (A.5) one finds explicitly: 
d = c'/y;  c '= ~{2/3w0B(~0)} ,/2. (A.7) 
Note that c' is a function of z and /3, but not of 3' and m. 
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Now divide the lipid bilayer in stretches (cells) of length d. This length, 
which sets the scale on which the properties of the bilayer vary appreciably, 
is of the order of the range of the attractive forces between the lipids. Let the 
successive cells be labelled by an index i = 1,2 . . . . .  n = L/d and attach a spin 
O-i = -1 to cell i. For any solution ~(x) of (A.5) one can determine the space 
average of 4~(x) over cell i; according to the previous remarks, this average 
will either be very near to ~ (in which case one defines O-i = +1) or it will be 
very near to 0 (in which case O-i =-1) .  Thus, the collection of stationary 
points of the integrand of (A.I) is in a one-to-one correspondence with all the 
sequences (o-1, OrE . . . . .  O'n) of n spins. It is clear that a cell with O-~ = +1 will 
contribute a factor exp( -mdB~)  to the integrand of (A.I); whereas, a cell with 
O-i = -1 contributes a factor 1. However,  if a pair of neighbouring cells carries 
spins with opposite signs it is erroneous to attach weights according to these 
rules. This error is corrected for by multiplying the integrand of (A.I) with a 
factor: +d 
d 
for each pair of opposite spins. Substituting (A.5) one finds for values of p 
very near to p~(T): 
(m)  fC212 ,1/= 
K = exp  : c = (A .9 )  
0 
Again the constant  c is a funct ion of z and/3,  but not of ~, and m. 
The grand canonical partition function can now be calculated by summing 
the integrand of (A.1) over all the solutions of (A.5). In order to obtain a 
formalism which will permit the calculation of the pore-size distribution we 
shall introduce the generating function of the grand canonical partition 
function with respect o the number (n) of cells: 
Z(z,/3, t) -= 2 Z(z,/3, nd)t  n. (A.10) 
n=l  
The generating function can be expressed in terms of the generating functions 
U(t)  and V(t)  for a stretch with length nd of densely packed lipid c.q. for a 
pore of length nd: 
U(t )  = ~ t" exp( -mdB~n)  = t(e +meB~- t) 1, (A.11) 
n=l  
V(t)  = K 2 2 t" = K2t( l  - t)-*. (A.12) 
n=l  
One easily finds (suppressing the variables z and /3): 
~(t)  = U( t )+ U( t )V( t )U( t )+ U( t )V( t )U( t )V( t )U( t )+.  . . (A.13a) 
u(t) 
- 1 -  V( t )U(t )"  (A.13b) 
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Here it is assumed for convenience that the bilayer starts and ends with 
uninterrupted stretches of densely packed lipids. Thus, the successive terms 
on the right side of (A.13a) give the contributions due to configurations of the 
membrane in which 0, 1,2 . . . .  pores are present. The partition function itself 
can be found from (A.10) and (A.13) by integration along a contour which 
encircles the origin of  the complex t-plane once in counterc lockwise direc- 
tion: 
/ -  
Z(z, fl, nd) = (27r i) ~ ~b Z(t ) t  " t dt 
U(t)  n 
= (27r i) 1 1 - V( t )U( t )  t 'dt. (A.14) 
Substituting the explicit expressions (A.I 1) and (A.12) the complex integral 
can easily be performed and one finds asymptotical ly for n ~c :  
Z(z,  /3, nd) ~ (t*) ", (A. 15a) 
t* = ½(1 - K:)  '{(1 + e ''~B~) - X/ie ''ds, - 1) 2 + 4K 2 e"aB~}. (A. 15b) 
The grand canonical pressure is, thus, found in the vicinity of p~(T): 
21 1 
/3p(z,/3) = ~-lim,,., mn In Z(z, 13, nd) 
_ 21 
md ln[2(l - K2){( I + e"mq - ~/(e ''aB, - 1) 2 + 4K:  e "~R,} ~1. 
(A.16) 
As Bs > 0 for p < p~(T) and Bs < 0 for p > p~(T) one finds that the pressure is 
an analytic function of z and /3 unless (yl) ~, 0 or m ~ w. For the pressure in 
the transition point p~(T) one easily recovers the result (10). Thus, (A.16) 
describes how the singularity in the isotherm of the bilayer develops in the 
limit (yl) + 0 or  m ~ ~. 
The total number of pores (Np) in the membrane can be calculated from the 
observat ion that the successive terms on the right-hand side of (A.13a) give 
the contributions due to configurations in which the membrane has 0, 1,2 . . . .  
pores. This immediately gives: 
Np = a lnZ/a l n (K2) .  (A.17) 
Substituting (A.15) one finds an inelegant expression, the leading part of 
which has the simple form: 
Np ~ nK2{(emaR~ - 1) 2 + 4K2} 1/2 (A.18) 
in the vicinity of p,4T). 
The distribution of pore size is also found from (A.13a) in the fol lowing 
way. The total weight of all the membrane configurations in which, for 
example, the first pore from the left has a diameter vd equals: 
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W~ = (2~" i) -~ 4[0+ U(t )  • K2t  ~ • U( t )+ U( t ) "  K2t  ~ • U( t )V( t )U( t )  
+ . . . ] t - , -~dt  
U( t )  t -"-j dt. (A.19) = (2~r i)-' U(t )KZt~l -  V ( t )U( t )  
Evaluating the contour integral with the explicit expressions (A.1 l) and (A. 12) 
and normalizing the weights to unity, one finds for the probabil ity Pv that a 
pore has a diameter vd: 
1 
p, = }-~ (1 - t*)(t*)  ~ (v = 1,2, 3 . . . .  ). (A.20) 
Now the fact that the diameter D of a pore takes only discrete values vd is an 
artifact of the present approximation method that can be avoided using the 
more sophisticated approach in ref. 5. This leads to the cont inuous form of 
(A.20): 
1 
p(D)  = ~- exp( -  ~) ,  (A.21) 
where the average pore diameter ,l is given by: 
( ' ) '  ~ In (A.22) 
2 = F " 
Substituting (A.15b) one finds in the neighbourhood of p~(T): 
z~ ~ 1 {(emaB _ 1) + "V'(e meB~- 1) 2 + 4K2}. (A.23) 
d 2K 2 
The interpretation of the results (A.18, 21, 23) forms the subject of section 3. 
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